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SPECIAL ISSUES AND TOPICS

Law Reviews are forever faced with the responsibility of offering informative and scholarly articles to the legal community. This is a task that is not to be taken lightly. Indeed, all law reviews spend most of their time selecting articles that contribute to legal scholarship, and preparing them to stand the test of substantive importance and technical precision.

The University of Miami Law Review realizes that all scholarly legal publications have a limited utility. Unless researching a specific area of law, law review subscribers often ignore most of what a law review publishes. In response to this universal problem, the University of Miami Law Review presents a new section located after the notes section in each issue of the Law Review. Entitled Special Issues and Topics, this section will feature informal legal articles relevant to the practice of law, along with articles of a general interest to practicing lawyers, academicians, and law students. In this our first issue, we examine the value of summer associate programs at major law firms around the country from the point of view of both the firm and the law student.

We hope that our readership appreciates this new concept in the publication of a law review. At the very least, this is a gallant effort to inspire a renewed interest in law review reading, even if unrelated to pure legal scholarship. Still, we remain true to form, and continue to offer a wide range of articles and notes upon which we hope to advance legal scholarship.

Editorial Board
1985-1986
"Sorry boss... we lost the new kid to Haber, Smith, and Bacchus. They served a '61 Lafite and all we had was this '74 Cabernet."